
 

 

LOVE  YOU GREEN 
by Martha Lucia Gomez 

Love doesn't have colors or symbol's,  it just needs to be true and clear enough to grow 
everywhere. I created this  card using Memento Luxe in three different colors. I used the 
single colors sometimes alone and other times combined to give a great shadows. The 
pigment ink is great not only to emboss with it and in today's project you will see it in 
action. 

 



 

Directions: 

1. Cut a piece of White card stock of 4-1/4"x5-1/2" and secure it over your mat or grid 
paper. The grid paper will help you to keep the lines straight.  

 

2. Take masking tape or post it tape to create diagonal lines and star to inked the space 
between the lines with Memento Luxe Pear Tart. Apply the ink using a sponge dauber. Let 
the ink dry for a few minutes  before  continuing with the second line.  

Remove the post it tape and create a new parallel space to be covered with a second color 
of ink.  In this project I used the colors Pear Tart, Pistachio and Olive Grove of Memento Ink 

 

 

3. Repeat the process until all of the base of the card stock and a little part of the left side is 
covered. Then use a die cut or framelit to create a rectangle frame and resize the piece. 



 

4. Take a piece of White card stock, rub with the embossing buddy to eliminate the static 
and moisture. Apply Lilac Posies Memento Ink directly with the pad over the paper, cover 
the inked paper with Clear Embossing Powder and melt it with the heat gun. Using a frame 
lit or die cut to cut the word Love from this paper. If you want to add more dimension to 
this word, you can cut the same word using fun foam and paste it behind over the inked 
word. Finally paste the word over the striped background and stamp the complement 
sentiment using Memento Tuxedo Black Ink. 

 

 

5. Trim Whisper White card stock to 4 ¼” x 11” and made score in 5-1/2" to create a the 
card base. Paste the decorated layer over the base using dimensionals or double sided 
foam tape. 



 

SUPPLY LIST: 

Imagine Crafts Featuring Tsukineko 

• Memento Luxe: Pear Tart, Pistachio, Olive Grove and Lilac Posies. 
• Embossing Powder: Clear 
• Memento: Tuxedo Black Ink 
• Sponge Daubers 
• Craft Mat 

Other: 

• Love Die Cut by Little Yellow Bicycle. Stitched Rectangle Die Cuts by Gina Marie 
Designs. YOU stamp. 

• Miscellaneous: Whisper White card stock, Grid paper, Post it Tape, Fun Foam, 
Double Side Foam Tape or Dimensional's.   

• Tools: Big Shot Machine, Heat Tool 

 


